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fourth quarter surge in
merger and acquisition
(M&A) activity during
2019 kept global markets bullish. The energy, healthcare and
technology sectors recorded a
number of iconic deals, while
private equity players actively
embraced larger, broader opportunities. Cue the COVID-19
pandemic.
In the second quarter of
2020, global M&A amounted to
$485.3 billion, having fallen 55%
from a year ago. According to
data from Refinitiv, this marked
the lowest total since the third
quarter of 2009, while the number of deals completed were the
lowest quarterly total since 2004.
In the coming year, a rise in
distressed M&A activity is
expected, as financiers and firms
react to a spike in bankruptcies
and a resurgence in restructuring
mandates. On the other side,
companies will tread cautiously
with their investments as they
renovate their business models
to reflect the ‘new normal’.
Partnering with tax advisors
who are leading the action, ITR
brings you an exclusive insight
into some of the most significant
tax-related developments from
the M&A world.
KPMG’s article looks at the
emerging trend of Chinese enterprises ‘going home’ by de-listing
from foreign capital markets and
re-listing in China. Meanwhile,
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in Switzerland, burckhardt Ltd
explain how withholding tax
reform will help strengthen the
country’s capital market and
attract foreign investment.
The article by Galicia
Abogados discusses how representations and warranties insurance has the potential of gaining
popularity in Mexico, following
its rise in the US. Moreover,
SMPS Legal examine how local
and international firms in the
country can best position themselves as they take on M&A work
amid a complex tax framework.
In light of the economic fallout from the pandemic, South
Korea looks to streamline its
commercial and tax laws to facilitate efficient restructuring. The
article from Yulchon explores
the tax implications of asset and
share acquisitions in Korea, with
an eye on the financial situation.
We hope the 2020 Mergers
and Acquisitions guide provides
useful insight.
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There’s no place like home: 2020 China M&A trends and tax implications
The changing international economic landscape in 2020 has driven increased merger and acquisition (M&A) activity in China, including an increase in Chinese enterprises looking to ‘go
home’. John Gu, Michael Wong and Milano Fang of KPMG China discuss the tax implications
of these transactional trends.
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Federico Scheffler and Andrea Trejo of Galicia Abogados explore the tax impact as the Mexican
mergers and acquisitions (M&A) market attempts to streamline transactional processes.
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Evaluating the tax implications of M&A activity in Mexico
Ana Paula Pardo, Jorge San Martín Elizondo and Mariam Bojalil Lerch of SMPS Legal explore
how firms can best position themselves with Mexico’s varied tax framework following significant
tax changes in 2019.
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Examining transactional tax in Korea with a restructuring boom on the horizon
As increased opportunities for consolidation should emerge in the months ahead, Kyu Dong
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Switzerland to strengthen its position as a bond and intra-group financing location
Rolf Wüthrich of burckhardt Ltd considers how proposed changes to Swiss withholding tax
and the stamp duty system can strengthen the country’s capital market and attract foreign
investors.
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Switzerland to strengthen its
position as a bond and intra-group
financing location
Rolf Wüthrich of burckhardt Ltd considers how proposed changes to Swiss
withholding tax and the stamp duty system can strengthen the country’s capital
market and attract foreign investors.

I

n recent years, debt issued in the form of bonds to fund mergers and
acquisitions (M&A) has reached a record high, as companies look to
take advantage of cheap financing due to the low interest rates. Low
borrowing costs provide an opportunity to create a return for shareholders via debt-financed M&A.
Swiss withholding tax and transfer stamp duties are an obstacle for
debt financing using Swiss bonds. Interest paid on Swiss bonds is subject
to a 35% withholding tax. Furthermore, the trading with Swiss bonds is
subject to transfer stamp duties. The envisaged tax reform will eliminate
these obstacles in order to make the Swiss capital market more attractive
for debt financing. The debt market in Switzerland will be strengthened
by means of this tax reform.
During its meeting on April 3 2020, the Federal Council initiated the
consultation on amendments to the Swiss withholding tax law. The Swiss
Federal Council proposed to exempt Swiss domestic legal entities and
foreign investors from withholding tax on interest-bearing investments.
This will enable corporate groups to issue their bonds in Switzerland
without withholding tax hurdles.
This involves a partial switch to the paying agent principle. As a rule,
banks would levy the reformed withholding tax in the future. As a complementary measure, the transfer stamp duty on domestic bonds will be
abolished.
At the same time, the switch to the paying agent principle will also
close a loophole with regard to individuals in Switzerland, and make
income from foreign interest-bearing investments subject to withholding tax.
The reform means that bonds previously issued abroad can be issued
in Switzerland in the future. Furthermore, it is expected that more intragroup financing activities will be located in Switzerland, which will
W W W. I T R I N S I G H T. C O M
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strengthen the Swiss debt market. It will also provide stimulus for value creation and financial sector jobs in the medium to long-term.

The need for action
The existing withholding tax and transfer stamp duty system
has led to unsatisfactory results for Switzerland as a business
location, while also causing issues for the tax authorities,
particularly in the area of debt capital markets and in concern of the security purpose of the withholding tax.

Debt capital market
Interest payments on bonds of Swiss companies are subject
to a withholding tax of 35%. The withholding tax must be
deducted by the interest-paying company. A refund of the
tax may be granted by application of a tax treaty. Swiss
bonds are therefore unattractive for most investors, even if
they are entitled to a partial or full refund of the tax.
The levy of the withholding tax, even if refundable, leads
to a temporal liquidity disadvantage for the investor and there
are administrative burdens in connection with the refund. In
response, Swiss groups regularly avoid the withholding tax by
issuing their bonds through foreign affiliated companies.
Furthermore, transfer stamp duties are levied on bond
trading. The transfer stamp duty is due if at least one Swiss
security dealer is involved in the trading (e.g. a bank). The
transfer stamp duty, calculated on the trading price, is 0.15%
in the case of Swiss bonds and 0.3% in the case of non-Swiss
bonds. Especially in the case of bonds with a short residual
maturity, this is an obstacle and thus makes trading activities
by Swiss securities dealers unattractive.

Security purpose
From a Swiss point of view, the current withholding tax system
has security gaps. The income of Swiss taxpayers from foreign
bonds are not secured and cannot be verified, although the
income and the value of the bond still must be declared as
income or assets in the tax return of a Swiss taxpayer.

Content of the reform proposal
The problems described above can be solved by changing to
the so-called ‘paying agent principle’ for interest income and
by abolishing the levy of the transfer stamp duty on Swiss
bonds. Under the paying agent principle, the withholding
tax is no longer paid by the debtor (e.g. the company that
issues a bond and pays interest on it), but by the investor’s
paying agent (e.g. the bank where the investor holds the
bond in a custody account). The new tax applies if the paying agent is domiciled in Switzerland.

Debt capital market
The paying agent knows the identity of the investor. The
agent is therefore in a position to levy the withholding tax
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exclusively on Swiss resident individuals. By contrast,
domestic legal entities and foreign investors will be exempt
from the tax. Due to this differentiated levying, groups of
companies can issue their bonds by the use of Swiss companies without any withholding tax obstacles. The same
applies to intra-group financing activities.
As an additional measure, the levy of the transfer stamp
duties on Swiss bonds shall be abolished. This measure will
also strengthen the positive effect on the debt capital market.

Security purpose
From a technical point of view, the paying agents are able to
levy withholding tax not only on income from Swiss, but
also on income from foreign securities. As a result, foreign
interest income will also be secured in the future, if the foreign investments are held by a Swiss domestic individual in
a securities account at a Swiss domestic bank. In this way, a
significant security gap will be closed and effective progress
will be made to combating tax evasion. If the paying agent
is located outside of Switzerland, the international automatic exchange of information usually applies.

Investing in Switzerland
The reform also indirectly covers earned interest income.
Direct and indirect investment in an interest-bearing security
will be treated equally in the future. This will also partially
eliminate existing disadvantages for Switzerland as a fund
location. In particular, the proposal has the following effects.

Strengthening bond issuing in Switzerland (external financing)
The reform enables domestic groups to issue their bonds from
Switzerland at competitive conditions. It is assumed that issues
previously made outside of Switzerland will increasingly be
made from Switzerland. Under certain circumstances, foreign
groups may also decide to issue bonds from Switzerland.

Strengthening intra-group financing (treasury and cash-pooling)
With the reform, it is expected that intra-group financing
will increasingly be conducted from Switzerland. On the
one hand, Switzerland offers a high level of legal security in
addition to a competitive corporate tax environment. On
the other hand, due to increased substance requirements in
the light of BEPS, there is likely to be a tendency towards
centralisation of group activities.
The withholding tax reform will remove the biggest
Swiss tax obstacles, so that Switzerland’s other locational
advantages can take effect. This will lead to a strengthening
of the debt capital market.

Upturn in securities and asset management business
Some of the securities assets managed from Switzerland are
held via foreign custody accounts due to the security stamp
duty. Although the reform of the security stamp duty is
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unlikely to be sufficient to repatriate these securities assets
and the associated value added to Switzerland on a large
scale, the reform will make it more attractive for investors to
purchase domestic bonds through a domestic securities
dealer, as the security stamp duty is no longer levied.
For a significant revival of the custody and asset management business, the security stamp duty would have to be
abolished in its entirety.

Rolf Wüthrich

Reduction of capital market distortions
From a corporate perspective, the withholding tax reform
contributes to a reduction of distortions, as previous tax
obstacles to the issuance of domestic bonds are removed.
The abolition of the security stamp duty also eliminates the
tax disadvantages of capital market financing compared to
credit financing via a bank.
Furthermore, distortions such as those that exist between
direct and indirect investments will be eliminated. From the
investor’s point of view, the reform will strengthen the decision-making neutrality of the tax system.

Strengthening of the fund location
At present, some income is secured from withholding tax in
the case of domestic collective capital investments, which is,
in general, not the case with a foreign collective capital
investment or direct investment. If the domestic collective
capital investment reports correctly, only domestic investment income will be subject to withholding tax for exempt
investors in the future. This will lead to a general strengthening of the fund location.
An indirect strengthening is also to be expected, as interest income from foreign collective capital investments will
also be subject to withholding tax.
For paying agents, the introduction of changes will have
substantial administrative and technical consequences. This
includes considerations such as the adaptation of IT systems,
and the implementation of the corresponding processes and
procedures. As a result, the processing of withholding tax
will become increasingly more complex for them.
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The Swiss Parliament expects to discuss the proposed
reform in 2021. Therefore, any proposed reform will likely
enter into force, if at all, at the earliest in 2022.
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